Introduction

Increasing numbers of patients with resectable pancreatic cancers are receiving neoadjuvant therapy (NAT) and therefore undergoing delayed surgery [1–4]. Neoadjuvant therapy may increase the potential of surgery with negative margins, targets micro-metastatic disease, and identifies patients who may be unlikely to realize a survival benefit due to rapidly progressive or previously unrecognized metastatic disease [5]. Patients with cancer of the pancreatic head frequently present with obstructive jaundice [6]. Preoperative biliary decompression may be unnecessary and can be harmful in patients undergoing early surgery [7]. On the other hand, in those receiving NAT, usually lasting for 4 to 6 months, durable biliary drainage is essential as these patients: 1) undergo delayed surgery; 2) many chemotherapy agents require near-normalization of liver function; and 3) immune suppression from NAT may predispose patients to cholangitis if adequate biliary drainage is not achieved.

Patients and methods

From 2009 to 2014, all consecutive patients with resectable pancreatic cancer at one tertiary center had SEMS placed for biliary drainage before NAT was started. Data on biliary drainage efficacy, stent malfunction rates and procedural adverse events were collected.

Results

One hundred forty-two consecutive patients with pancreatic cancer (mean age 66 ± 9 SD years; 81 male, 61 female; 67 resectable, 75 borderline resectable) were enrolled. Eight-seven patients (61 %) had prior PS exchanged to SEMS and 55 (39 %) had SEMS placed upfront. Median duration from SEMS placement to the end of NAT/surgery was 111 days (range 44–282). During NAT, SEMS malfunction requiring reintervention occurred in 16 patients (11.2 %): tissue ingrowth 11, stent occlusion from food 6, stent migration 3, incomplete expansion 1, “tissue cheese-cutter” effect 1, and cystic duct obstruction 1. On subgroup analysis, no correlation between SEMS malfunction and stage of disease, prior PS, or duration of NAT was found (r² = 0.05, P = 0.34). Presence of SEMS in situ did not affect pancreatoduodenectomy.

Conclusion

SEMS provide safe, effective and durable biliary drainage during NAT for pancreas cancer. Previously placed PS can be exchanged for SEMS. SEMS do not require removal prior to surgery.
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themselves and increased morbidity.

Previous studies evaluating plastic biliary stents in the setting of NAT have shown that plastic stents tend to occlude within a few weeks. This necessitates additional endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) prior to surgery [8]. Compared to a 10-French (3.3-mm diameter) plastic stent, the diameter of a self-expandable metal stent (SEMS) is 30 French (10 mm; equivalent to over nine 10-F plastic stents in terms of circumference area). In a pilot study we showed that SEMS are safe and effective in achieving durable biliary drainage in patients with pancreatic cancer with biliary obstruction in the setting of NAT [9]. The aim of this study was to evaluate the safety and efficacy of SEMS during NAT in a larger cohort of patients with resectable and borderline resectable pancreatics cancer presenting with biliary obstruction.

Patients and methods

Patient population

This study was conducted at one tertiary care referral center where, since 2009, all patients with resectable or borderline resectable pancreatic cancer have received NAT and SEMS are placed in those presenting with biliary obstruction before starting NAT. From January 2009 to December 2014, all patients with resectable or borderline resectable pancreatic cancer were reviewed using a prospectively maintained database. Inclusion criteria included: 1) preoperative tissue-proven pancreatic adenocarcinoma (endoscopic ultrasonography-fine-needle aspiration [EUS-FNA] or brushings); 2) cancer-related biliary obstruction; 3) resectable or borderline resectable lesion on imaging (EUS, computed tomography [CT], magnetic resonance imaging); 4) planned NAT; and 5) patient fit for planned pancreaticoduodenectomy at the time of stent placement. Exclusion criteria included: 1) no biliary obstruction; 2) indeterminate tissue diagnosis; 3) SEMS placed after initiation of NAT; 4) SEMS placement at an outside institution with treatment initiated prior to evaluation at our institution; and 5) patient not willing to receive NAT.

Interventions

All patients with bile duct obstruction suspected to be secondary to pancreatic cancer underwent a contrast-enhanced, triple phase, thin section, vascular reconstruction CT scan (pancreas protocol). These patients (including those with negative CT scan but a mass identified later on EUS) had laboratory testing, which included liver function tests, lipase, CA 19-9 (pre- and post-biliary decompression), hemoglobin, hematocrit and leucocyte count. In patients who had imaging scans done at outside institutions, based on the quality of the scan as reviewed by dedicated radiologists at the tertiary care center, a pancreatic protocol scan was repeated if needed. The importance of obtaining a high-quality staging scan before doing any other invasive procedure (EUS-FNA and ERCP) was driven by the fact that these invasive procedures can cause pancreatitis and affect the specificity of the staging scan if done after the procedure. Resectable, borderline resectable, and locally advanced staging classification were as per previously described staging criteria [10].

If a tissue diagnosis was not already established prior to referral, EUS-FNA was performed. To obtain rapid and immediate cytopathology evaluation, a cytopathologist with a cytotechnician was present in the procedure room. If the on-site FNA was positive for adenocarcinoma, ERCP was performed for biliary SEMS placement while the patient was still sedated during the same session. The length of the SEMS was selected so as to leave enough healthy common hepatic duct above the proximal end of the stent to allow for subsequent surgical bilo-enteric anastomosis (“short metal stent”). On patients who previously underwent ERCP with plastic stent placement (usually at an outside hospital with no tissue diagnosis), EUS-FNA was performed and the plastic stent was removed and replaced with a SEMS if the on-site cytopathologist confirmed the diagnosis of adenocarcinoma. Procedure-related complications were recorded. SEMS from different companies can have variable characteristics (such as woven design versus laser-cut, foreshortening, variable radial force), so to prevent these variables from influencing the results, only one type of SEMS was used for all patients (Wallflex Biliary stent; Boston Scientific Inc, Nantucket, Massachusetts, United States).

All patients were discussed at our multidisciplinary pancreatico-biliary conference (radiologists, surgeons, gastroenterologists, medical oncologists, radiation oncologists, cytopathologists, and geneticist) where tissue diagnosis and staging were confirmed, and based on the consensus of the group, NAT plan was determined.

Patients with resectable and borderline resectable pancreatic cancers were treated with NAT consisting of induction chemotherapy, chemoradiation or both. Those with resectable cancer were treated with preoperative chemoradiation and those with borderline resectable cancer were treated with chemotherapy initially. Restaging with CT scans was done 4 weeks after completion of therapy. Borderline resectable patients with tumor response (defined either as tumor size regression or stable tumor size and no evidence of metastasis, drop in CA 19-9 levels) were treated with chemoradiation following induction chemotherapy. Patients were again restaged with CT scan 4 weeks after completion of therapy prior to pancreaticoduodenectomy being considered. The NAT period was defined as the time from initiation of therapy until surgery or until evidence of disease progression noted on restaging scan (not candidate for surgery). During this period, patients were followed up at our multidisciplinary cancer center where physical examination, liver function tests, CA 19-9, blood counts and, imaging studies were done at regular intervals.

Because “short metal stents” were placed as described above, SEMS were not removed preoperatively. For those who underwent pancreaticoduodenectomy, their medical records were reviewed to assess if presence of SEMS at time of surgery affected surgical outcomes (technical difficulties encountered, duration of surgery, estimated blood loss, duration of hospital stay and complications).
Outcomes

The primary outcome was to determine the efficacy of SEMS in durably relieving biliary obstruction. Efficacy in relieving biliary obstruction was evaluated by following-up liver function tests at established intervals (pre-procedure, within 1 week after SEMS placement and thereafter at 4- to 6-week intervals or as clinically indicated). SEMS durability in relieving biliary obstruction was determined by monitoring the efficacy of SEMS in relieving biliary obstruction during the entire NAT without the need for reintervention secondary to SEMS malfunction. Stent-related malfunction (as against worsening disease) was defined as patients presenting with worsening jaundice, and/or cholangitis, and/or worsening liver functions tests, and/or worsening biliary dilation on imaging studies that reversed after endoscopic or interventional radiology reintervention. Evidence of stent occlusion was confirmed by cholangiogram during ERCP and by demonstrating improvement in liver function tests following stent intervention/replacement. Secondary outcomes included: 1) procedure-related complications (including but not limited to pancreatitis, bleeding, perforation, migration, cholangitis and cholecystitis); 2) the effect of prior plastic stent placement versus initial upfront SEMS placement on SEMS performance; 3) type of SEMS (covered versus uncovered); 4) cancer stage (resectable versus borderline resectable); 5) location of SEMS placement (placed at our institution versus an outside institution); 6) type of NAT received (induction chemotherapy versus chemoradiation versus both); and 7) effect of SEMS in situ on surgery outcomes.

Institutional review board

This study was approved by the local Institutional Board Review Committee. All patients gave informed and written consent for the procedures and entry into a prospectively maintained database.

Statistics

Statistical analysis was performed using Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, Washington, United States) and GraphPad (GraphPad Software, LaJolla, California, United States). Continuous variables were summarized by using means and standard deviations for normally distributed variables and using medians and ranges for skewed distributions. Categorical variables were summarized by using proportions. Chi-square or Fisher exact tests were used to compare categorical variables. Continuous variables were compared using by using a t test for normal data and a Mann-Whitney test and Kruskal-Wallis for skewed data. A P value <0.05 was used to determine statistical significance. All authors had access to the study data and reviewed and approved the final manuscript.

Results

During the study period (January 2009 to December 2014), 333 patients with resectable or borderline resectable pancreatic cancer were evaluated at our institution. Of these, 210 presented with biliary obstruction requiring intervention. The remaining 123 patients had pancreatic body and tail lesions or head/uncinate process lesions without coexisting biliary obstruction. Of the 210 patients, 68 were excluded based on exclusion criteria (Fig. 1), leaving a study population of 142 patients (81 male, 61 females; mean age 66 ± 9 SD years).

All these patients had SEMS placed for biliary obstruction and all underwent NAT after SEMS placement. Sixty-seven (47 %) of these patients were staged as resectable and 75 (53 %) as borderline resectable. Of the 142 patients, 87 (61 %) had undergone ERCP at an outside institution with placement of plastic biliary stents, with the majority of these being 10 F (3.3 mm) in diameter. Majority of SEMS (n = 124, 87 %) were placed at the study institution. All SEMS were 10 mm in diameter and the lengths of the stents selected were either 4 cm or 6 cm so as to avoid stenting the common hepatic duct that will be subsequently required for bilio-enteric anastomosis. The 4-cm-long SEMS were placed in 33 patients with short (1 cm to 1.5 cm) bile duct strictures located behind the ampulla. The 6-cm SEMS were placed in the rest of the patients or across the 4-cm-long SEMS when there was tissue in-growth occluding the 4-cm-long SEMS. The majority of the SEMS were uncovered (n = 115, 81 %; preferred at the study institution because removing the SEMS prior to surgery was not required). Liver function tests declined significantly following SEMS placement (Table 1).
Serum CA 19-9 showed no significant decline post-SEMS placement (►Table1).

All patients received NAT; 30 (21 %) were treated with induction chemotherapy, 57 (40 %) were treated with chemoradiation, and 55 (39 %) were treated with both induction chemotherapy and then chemoradiation. The median duration of the NAT was 85 days (range 32 – 261 days) and the median duration from SEMS placement to the end point (pancreatoduodenectomy or staging CT scan after completing NAT showing metastatic disease and hence patient now not a surgical candidate) was 110.5 days (range 44 – 282 days; ►Fig. 2).

By 110.5 days (median duration), SEMS malfunction requiring reintervention occurred in 16 (11.3%) patients and by 282 days (maximum duration) in 21 (14.8 %) patients (►Fig. 2): Tissue or tumor in-growth occurred in 11 patients, stent occlusion from debris or food in 6, stent migration in 3, incomplete expansion in 1, “tissue cheese-cutting” effect (as it happened very soon after placing stent) in 1, and cystic duct obstruction (cholecystitis) in 1. The median duration from SEMS placement to SEMS malfunction in the 21 patients was 75 days (range 3 – 216 days). ERCP-related complications occurred in 16 patients (11 %) consisting of mild pancreatitis in 6, post-procedure pain requiring hospital admission in 5, bleeding in 2, perforation in 1, cholecystitis in 1, and cholangitis in 1.

On linear regression analysis, no significant correlation was found between the days to SEMS malfunction and the duration of NAT (r² = 0.05, P = 0.34) (►Fig. 3). Rates of stent malfunction and median days to SEMS-related reintervention were evaluated within subgroups which included: 1) those who received an initial plastic biliary stent versus upfront SEMS; 2) resectable versus borderline resectable disease; 3) placement of uncovered versus covered SEMS; 4) placement of SEMS at our institution versus placement of SEMS at an outside institution; and 5) type of NAT (induction chemotherapy, chemoradiation or both). No significant differences were found on subgroup analysis (►Table2).

As per the operative notes and feedback from the surgeons, presence of a “short biliary stent” did not interfere with or pose any technical difficulties for surgery. Median estimated blood loss was 500 mL (range 50 – 3300 mL). Median hospital stay was 10 days (range 6 to 43 days). No patient developed biliary leakage, strictures, or infection complications postoperatively.

### Table 1
Liver function tests and tumor markers pre- and post-SEMS placement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-SEMS placement</th>
<th>Post-SEMS placement</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bilirubin (mean, SD)</td>
<td>10.1 (7.6)</td>
<td>1.6 (1.5)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alkaline phosphatase (mean, SD)</td>
<td>496.4 (249.6)</td>
<td>173.5 (74.7)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AST (mean, SD)</td>
<td>190.27 (128.5)</td>
<td>45.9 (55.2)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALT (mean, SD)</td>
<td>315.9 (218.6)</td>
<td>59.0 (54.6)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA 19-9 (mean, SD)</td>
<td>1008.9 (1442.8)</td>
<td>970.3 (1930.9)</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEMS, self-expanding metal stent (biliary); SD, standard deviation; AST, aspartate aminotransferase; ALT, alanine aminotransferase.
Discussion

In 2016, an estimated that 53,070 new cases of pancreatic cancer were diagnosed in the United States and 41,780 of these patients will die from the disease [11]. More than 70% of patients with cancer located in the pancreatic head develop obstructive jaundice [6]. Surgical resection is the only hope for cure. Biliary drainage may not be necessary in those undergoing early surgery as risk of bacterial cholangitis is rare with malignant biliary obstruction, provided the bile duct hasn't been instrumented. Previous studies have shown no advantage to preoperative biliary drainage in those being considered for early surgery. In fact, some have even shown a significantly higher rate of complications in the perioperative period in those who underwent biliary drainage in the early surgery group [7, 12].

Adjuvant therapy for pancreatic cancer following surgery has shown survival benefits; however several patients may not receive adjuvant therapy in a timely manner due to complica-

### Table 2 Subgroup analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>SEMS-related reinterventions (n, %)</th>
<th>SEMS malfunction etiology (n)</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>Median days to SEMS-related reintervention (range)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plastic stent prior to SEMS</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>10 (11.5)</td>
<td>Tissue ingrowth (6) Debris/food in stent (3) Migration (1) Cheese cutting (1)</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>59 (3 – 216)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upfront SEMS</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>11 (20.0)</td>
<td>Tissue ingrowth (5) Debris food in stent (3) Migration (2) Inadequate stent expansion (1) Cystic duct obstruction (1)</td>
<td>105 (11 – 168)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resectable pancreatic cancer</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>9 (13.4)</td>
<td>Tissue ingrowth (6) Debris/food in stent (2) Cystic duct obstruction (1) Cheese cutting (1)</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>58 (3 – 117)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borderline resectable pancreatic cancer</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>12 (16.0)</td>
<td>Tissue ingrowth (5) Debris/food (4) Stent migration (3) Inadequate stent expansion (1)</td>
<td>95 (8 – 216)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncovered SEMS</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>16 (13.8)</td>
<td>Tissue ingrowth (11) Debris/food in stent (4) Inadequate stent expansion (1) Cheese cutting (1)</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>68 (3 – 216)</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covered SEMS</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5 (19.2)</td>
<td>Stent migration (3) Debris/food in stent (2) Cystic duct obstruction (1)</td>
<td>85 (11 – 132)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEMS placed at our institution</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>17 (13.7)</td>
<td>Tissue ingrowth (11) Debris/food in stent (4) Migration (1) Cheese cutting (1) Cystic duct obstruction (1)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>73 (3 – 216)</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEMS placed at outside institution</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4 (22.2)</td>
<td>Debris/food in stent (2) Migration (2) Inadequate stent expansion (1)</td>
<td>80 (11 – 132)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemo alone</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7 (23.3)</td>
<td>Tissue ingrowth (4) Debris/food in stent (2) Cystic duct obstruction (1)</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>56 (10 – 216)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemo-radiation</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>5 (8.8)</td>
<td>Tissue ingrowth (3) Debris/food in stent (2) Cheese cutting (1)</td>
<td>75 (3 – 92)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemo+ chemoradiation</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>9 (16.4)</td>
<td>Tissue ingrowth (4) Stent migration (3) Debris/food in stent (2) Inadequate stent expansion (1)</td>
<td>107 (11 – 168)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
tions or declining performance status following surgery [13, 14]. In the 30-year Mayo experience, only 60% of patients went on to receive adjuvant therapy following surgery [13]. NAT, on the other hand, can be given to the majority of patients up front and is an accepted approach for patients with borderline resectable pancreatic cancer. Increasing numbers of patients with resectable pancreatic cancer are now also receiving NAT [1, 5, 15–19]. Induction chemotherapy and chemoradiation therapy prior to surgery may target and treat micrometastatic disease, increase the potential for negative surgical margins (R0) and identify patients unlikely to gain a survival benefit due to rapidly progressive or unrecognized metastatic disease [5, 20]. Results from our pancreaticobiliary group have shown significant survival benefits using NAT in patients with resectable and borderline resectable pancreas cancer [1].

With a neoadjuvant approach, surgery is delayed many months and hence there is a need for effective and durable biliary drainage, particularly driven by the fact that many chemotherapy agents require adequate liver function. Moreover, immune suppression with NAT can predispose patients to risks of cholangitis. Because many centers either do not have an EUS-FNA service or have no on-site cytopathologist available, several patients presenting with pancreas head mass and biliary obstruction undergo ERCP with brushings and placement of plastic stents. In the current study, there were over 60% of patients presenting in a similar manner with a plastic stent from outside the hospital. During NAT, plastic stents tend to occlude readily, necessitating additional ERCPs and often delaying or interrupting treatment [8]. Boulet et al showed that with placement of 10F plastic stents, 59% of patients (27/49) receiving NAT had to undergo unplanned ERCP due to worsening liver function tests or cholangitis, with the interruption of therapy in 13 patients for a median of 8 days [8].

SEMS provide more durable biliary drainage compared to plastic stents in palliation of advanced malignant biliary obstruction (17% stent dysfunction rate versus 40%, respectively) [21]. In respect to the area of circumference ($\pi r^2$), a 10-mm diameter SEMS is equal to more than nine plastic stents, each with a 3.3-mm (10 French) diameter. However, SEMSs are significantly more expensive than plastic stents. Despite their higher cost upfront, SEMS have been shown to be more cost-effective than plastic stents as their higher patency rates reduce the need for subsequent ERCPs, especially if the patient has a longer life expectancy [21]. Their safety and efficacy, however, in the setting of NAT is not well established. Similarly, the impact of a SEMS lying in situ on the technical difficulties, if any, in performing pancreaticoduodenectomy is not well studied. Until recently, SEMS were not approved by the Food and Drug Administration for use in patients with pancreatic cancer where there were intentions for surgical resection, for fear of SEMS-induced difficulties during surgery. Hence the primary reason to do this study was to evaluate the safety and efficacy of SEMS during NAT for pancreatic cancer and to determine if they posed any difficulties during surgery. In view of the high rate of complications (frequent occlusion, interruption of therapy, mortality) associated with plastic stents used during NAT as described above, we did not find it ethical to use plastic stents for biliary drainage during NAT as a control arm.

Numerous small studies, including one from this center, have shown SEMS to be safe and effective for biliary drainage during NAT. Mullen et al observed 45% of patients (75/166) with plastic stents placed during NAT experienced complications, compared to 7% (2/29) with SEMS [22]. Wasan et al showed a 93% rate of cholangitis or cholestasis in patients with plastic stents (39/42) and 15% in patients with SEMS (2/13) [23]. Adams et al found the rate of complications with plastic stents to be 20% per month in place (n=43) versus 3% per month for SEMS (n=9) [24]. We have previously shown in a prospective non-randomized study (n=55) a SEMS dysfunction rate of 12% during NAT [9].

In the current study, we report our experience in a much larger cohort of 142 patients with the efficacy and safety of biliary drainage using SEMS during NAT. Similar to previous studies, SEMS were highly effective in achieving biliary drainage as was evidenced by significant improvement in liver function. This improvement was durable without the need for reintervention in the majority of patients throughout the treatment period until surgery or to the end of NAT if follow-up scan showed metastatic disease (median duration of treatment 110.5 days).

During the treatment period (median 110.5 days), SEMS malfunction requiring reintervention was observed in 11.3% of patients which is similar to the 12% reported earlier in a cohort of 55 patients [9]. In some patients, NAT-to-surgery duration extended up to 282 days, and overall, stent malfunction requiring reintervention occurred in fewer than 15% of patients. Hence, SEMS provided durable biliary drainage in 85% to 88% of patients during the treatment period. Thus, the overwhelming majority of patients had no interruptions in therapy for stent-related issues or biliary obstruction.

In patients in whom SEMS malfunctioned, we were unable to identify any factor that could correlate with the likelihood of that event. Conceptually speaking, the longer the SEMS is in place, the higher the likelihood of it eventually malfunctioning. However, within the range of SEMS placement to surgery/end-of-NAT in this study (44–282 days), no correlation between the duration of SEMS in situ to SEMS malfunction was observed. We also investigated the influence of prior ERCP with plastic biliary stent exchanged to SEMS versus ERCP with upfront SEMS on the rate of SEMS malfunction. In this study, 61% of patients had prior plastic stents. Despite the fact that approximately 61% of patients referred to us had plastic stents placed at outside hospitals, bilirubin levels were high in many patients, as several presented with plastic stent occlusion or were referred to us within 24 hours after plastic stent placement. Presence of a prior plastic stent exchanged to SEMS showed no difference compared to upfront SEMS when looking at SEMS malfunction rate. Similarly, there was also no difference in the malfunction rate when comparing cancer stage (resectable versus borderline resectable), type of SEMS (covered versus uncovered), modality of NAT used (chemotherapy, chemoradiation or both), and whether the SEMS was placed at our tertiary institution or the referring institution. Procedure-related complica-
tion rates (EUS-FNA and ERCP) were within the acceptable range and there was no stent-related mortality.

As per our protocol, SEMS were not removed before surgery. We selected the length of SEMS so as to allow for enough normal bile duct above the proximal end of the SEMS for subsequent bilio-enteric anastomosis. Hence the shortest possible length of the SEMS required to bridge the obstruction was used. Because foreshortening, woven-design SEMS were used, we were cognizant of the fact that if a stent did not fully expand, the deployed length of it might turn out to be longer than the stated length of a fully-expanded SEMS. To address that issue, after advancing the constrained stent delivery system into the bile duct, we initially deployed the proximal end of the stent for about 1 cm, then pulled the delivery system down so as to not cover 1 cm to 2 cm of the common hepatic duct (needed for subsequent bilio-enteric anastomosis), and then deployed the rest of the stent. With that approach, it was not necessary to remove the SEMS prior to surgery. Presence of a SEMS in situ during surgery did not add any major technical difficulties during pancreaticoduodenectomy, although this aspect of the study was based on subjective input from the four surgeons who did all the surgeries on patients included in the study. On objective analysis, estimated blood loss, duration of hospital stay and postoperative complications were similar to historical controls in patients without SEMS [22].

Limitations of our study include its retrospective review from a prospectively collected database as well as a lack of a control group of patients with plastic stents for biliary drainage. However, with the prohibitively high rate of complications with plastic stents during NAT as shown in other studies, the protocol at our center is to place SEMS in essentially all patients. The practice of doing EUS-FNA with on-site cytopathology read and then ERCP with SEMS all as one procedure may not be universally applicable. Although we would prefer that these patients be sent to centers with the above expertise, we anticipate that the practice of ERCP with plastic stent in patients with a pancreatic head mass and biliary obstruction will continue despite the fact that these patients rarely develop cholangitis. The lack of any predictive factor correlating with SEMS malfunction could be due to the low number of patients with stent malfunction in relation to the multiple variables looked at. Last, but not least, SEMS are prohibitively expensive in relation to earnings for many people in third-world countries. In that regard, investigating the efficacy of SEMS versus using multiple 10F plastic stents for biliary drainage during NAT may be considered.

Conclusion

In summary, to our knowledge, we report on the largest cohort of patients using SEMS for biliary drainage in patients undergoing NAT for resectable and borderline resectable pancreatic cancer. SEMS for biliary drainage in these patients have a good safety profile and provide effective and durable biliary drainage, thus limiting interruptions or delays in therapy. SEMS do not need to be removed prior to pancreaticoduodenectomy as long as an appropriate length of SEMS is selected so as to allow for enough normal bile duct above the proximal margin of the SEMS for subsequent bilio-enteric anastomosis. If plastic stents have initially been placed, they can be exchanged to SEMS if patients are to undergo NAT without affecting the performance of the SEMS.
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